
 
Instructor’s Name: Trevor Larson 
Subject : Math 
Grade: 6th 
Title of Lesson: Greatest Common Factor (GCF) 

----------------------  

Materials and  Resources (including technology): 
 

● Post it Notes 
● Exit Slip 
● White Board/ markers 
● Ipads 

 
Standard(s) the Lesson will Address:  
 
6.1.1.6  - Determine greastest common factors and least common 
multiples. Use common factors and common multiplies to calculate with 
fractions. 
 
 
Objective:  
 
P- During the lesson, students will be able to model the GCF in more than one way 
 
A- At the conclusion of the lesson,the students will be able to find, and explain their 
process of finding the GCF of any numbers from 1-100 
 
 
Vocabulary: 

Academic:  
● Greatest Common Factor 
●  

Content:  
● Factors 
● Patterns 



 
 
  
Anticipatory Set:  How will you get the students ready and/or excited to accept 
instruction? 
 
Today we are going to start with a review, but if we progress like we should, we will end 
by playing a game that will help sharpen our skills. 
 
 
Pre-Assessment Plan (if any): Pre-assessments help you to determine what students 
already know and bring to the lesson content. 
  
Do Now- daily spiral review on the board. Students will sit down and have 5 minutes to 
work on the selected problems. I will walk around and interact with students to dismiss 
any misconceptions. I will also go over the problems on the board when the time is 
appropriate. 
 
Input: (SCRIPTED)Detailed planning: Write plans to a level of depth that would allow 
another teacher to use the plan to deliver the instruction. Script the learning target(s), transitions 
and key questions as well as timings. )  
  

1. Do now- spiral review. Post on board and pick a couple questions for the 
students to do. Check their work during work time. 126 A questions 5&6 

2. Post the learning goal intended for the day. I will be able to find common 
factors and the greatest common factors of numbers. 

3. Go over any questions and have students construct the answers. 
4. Pose the problem on page 126 B. Give 2-4 minutes then go over. 
5. Have students take notes on the definition of factors, and GCF 
6. NOTES.  
7. GCF- largest number that is a factor of two or more numbers 
8. Start the review of the venn diagram by posting I have a dog, I have a cat, and I 

have both dogs and cats sticky note on each student's desk before class.  
9. Have the students come up to the board and place their note in one of the three 

categories. 
10.Review the results of what the students had just produced on the board and what 

it means. 
11.Now change the venn diagram to numbers. For this example use Factors of 24 

and factors of 54 
12.Change the Venn diagram to the factors of 28 and 58 
13.Students will identify the common factors which are located in the middle, and 

then they will identify and circle the greatest common factors. 
14.  Show another way to find be GCF by writing out the factors like so.  
15.12: 1, 2,3,4,6,12.           42:1,2,3,6,7,14,21,42 
16.Repeat above step with two different numbers 

https://docs.google.com/a/blc.edu/document/d/1wmggoDeKPC-9U6v1M-a1xWliHF0Hy7h32rqR4FPvXsc/edit?usp=sharing


17.Students will then underline the common factors, and then circle the greatest 
common factor.  

18.What happens if there are three numbers ? 
19.Show vent diagram with 3 numbers  
20.  Assign students two sets of numbered pairs, anywhere from 1-100. Students will 

work on their own to find the all the factors and the GCF of each pair.  
21.Have a couple students share their numbers and check to see if they are correct 
22.Have students  
23.  Homework with time remaining, page 127 problems 13-20, 23 

 
 
  
Guided Practice (Formative Assessment): 
 
www.akidsheart.com/math/mathgames/o9/autgcf.html 
 
Accommodations: Have pre-made venn diagrams, use smaller numbers when finding 
the GCF, assign lower numbers when assigning numbers 1-100. Go over and show 
examples on how to play the game linked above^ 
 
 
Closure: (SCRIPTED) 
  
Exit slip- describe the process of determining the GCF. 
  
Independent Practice/Summative Assessment:  
 
They will play the farm game by themselves or with partners. 
They will complete their homework assignment 
 
Accommodations & differentiation for learners:  
 
Read directions aloud  
Walk around and check understanding 
For students who may finish early, have extra numbers or problems for them to work on 
 
Multiple Intelligences Addressed:  Address at least ONE of these intelligences:   
verbal linguistic, musical/rhythmic, visual/spatial, intrapersonal, logical/mathematical,   
interpersonal, bodily/kinesthetic, naturalistic 
 

● logical/mathematical 
● Verbal linguistic  

 
 
AFTER TEACHING THE LESSON: 

http://www.akidsheart.com/math/mathgames/o9/autgcf.html


Respond with professional insights that go beyond superficial considerations.  
 

● As I reflect on the lesson, to what extent were students productively engaged? 
 

● To what extent did the students learn what I intended? Were instructional objectives 
met? 

● To what extent did I alter my objectives or instructional plan as I taught the lesson? 
Why? 

● To what extent did I practice effective classroom management strategies? What issues do 
I need to address when I teach again? 

● To what extent did I provide closure to the lesson? 
● If I had the opportunity to teach this lesson again to the same group of students, what 

would I do differently? Why? How would this affect the outcome of this and future 
instruction? 

 
 
1. I believe that my students had one slip up right away during the cats and dogs part of the 
lesson. They were confused as to why they were doing that, but once they made the connection 
they were back on task. When students don’t know why they are doing something they may 
become distracted or disinterested.  
 
2. The students met what I had intended for them.By the end of the lesson the students were 
able to indentify the GCF and also explain the process. The explaining part is what I think is 
great evidence that they met my objectives. 
 
3. I did not alter my objectives at all. I knew that my students had to meet those certain 
objectives. I did alter my instructional plan a little bit as I went. Some steps or problems students 
needed another example or for me to phrase it another way for them to understand.  
 
4. I have been practicing on using proximity with my students. I would walk towards a certain 
student or group of students who were off task at the time. That way I did not embarrass them, 
and also the flow of the class kept going. The biggest issue I have to address next time I teach 
is the pacing of my class. I need to keep an eye on the clock to make sure I have enough time 
for the most important parts of the lessons. 
 
5. I did not provide much closure at all. My pacing was poor today so I did not get to my closure 
as I had planned.  
 
6. If I could reteach this over again I would watch my pacing better. Sometimes as a teacher you 
need to cut the fat off, and let your students into the meat of the lesson. While I thought the 
things we were doing were important, having closure is equally if not more important. This would 
affect this lesson and my future lessons by just tying things together for the students at the end 
of the class period. That way students leave the classroom with a better understanding. 


